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The Role of Integration in NDT Quality
Assurance Chain
by Peter Brunnengraeber and Ajay Pasupuleti
As the migration of digital imaging
continues to expand from the primes down
the chain of manufacture, the opportunity
to integrate quality assurance chain
improvements along the entire process is
approaching. Given that nondestructive
testing (NDT) managers and quality
assurance staff have an already demanding
job profile, documentation and verification
software “apps” have the ability to make
their jobs easier and decrease error. But as
these apps grow, it is just as important to
have interoperability between platforms.
From mobile devices that we carry with us
daily, to the reporting tools integrated into
inspection software, making use of this data
is of key importance and interoperability
standards are the path forward. This paper
discusses use cases of apps and their role in
the supply chain, and presents the reasons
interoperability is critical.

Introduction
In NDT, reporting of the interpretation is
the most critical component of the imaging
deliverable. The inspection report is only a
portion of a total quality control process,
but it has a critical impact. Take the
example of a casting company: the imaging
result can ultimately define whether a
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part is acceptable or is rejected. This is a
point where digital record archiving can
join with the digital imaging archival to
bring the full reporting and record-keeping
process into the digital realm. The aim is to
simplify reporting for inspectors, document
and validate the quality assurance process
documentation required, and guarantee
recall if and when necessary.
Once an inspection is reported, it is rarely
reviewed again. The need to review generally
occurs as a result of one of three cases: a
problem with the inspected part, an audit,
or for review in training. With the exception
of training, the need to ensure a subsequent
review can recall the same display as used
in the original inspection is of paramount
importance. The DICONDE Presentation
State has been a topic in the ASTM
International technical working group in an
effort to resolve this exact issue with regard
to display of the images within the review
application (ASTM, 2011). This solves
the application’s display recall, but that is
only part of the problem. What then is the
record to define what software was used,
or more precisely, what version of software
was used? Here is where the reporting tool
can automate documentation, launch and
determine what software and version is
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being run, record the name of the computer
and operator, and link into the report values
about the study being reviewed. Automation
here ensures that these data are consistently
recorded to the necessary level of detail
without need for additional work by the
operator, thus ensuring a quality audit
trail for the quality assurance managers to
provide potential auditors or clients.
Many shops still use a very paper-oriented
process, relying on binders of note forms
and signoff sheets. These can pass from
the front office, to machine operators
on the production floor, to the quality
control department, before finally being
completed for part shipment. Loss or
misplacement of any of these documents
can be a disaster if a customer rejects a part
and the supporting quality documentation
is not readily retrievable, possibly damaging
a customer relationship (Statham, 2013).
In a fully digital quality assurance process,
each step can be completed in a fully digital
document, which is stored centrally with a
full audit trail.
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Figure 1. Example of a digital radiography workflow.

At this point, automation can begin
assisting to help further improve efficiency
and accuracy. Since each stage is digitally
signed, at the point of signature the
credentials of the operator can be validated
in a number of different ways (example
workflow in Figure 1). An example
would be that a welder might need an eye
examination no more than every 90 days
before working on a specific component.
The system would be able to alert the welder
to the fact of an upcoming examination
requirement two weeks prior when working

on one of these components. The quality
control manager can also be forewarned
of this requirement, adding a four-eyes
principle to ensure the situation does not
go unattended. Such a system would set up
a scenario where, if the requirement were
not handled appropriately and the required
exam period did lapse, the signoff would be
flagged or prevented.
It is important to note that each company
will have its own unique process, component
specific needs, quality assurance goals, and
customer requirements. As such, any such
system will need to be simple in the method
for creating and deploying requirements
without requiring a steep learning curve.
A recommendation and technique for
implantation of products is the use of portable
document format (PDF) forms. These
documents are easily created with off-theshelf commercial software by adding form
fields to documents created in desktop word
processing applications. Such documents
can also include drawings exported from
computer-aided design and drafting software
applications and have form fields attached for
completion in quality control.
Another key reason for using the PDF
form open document standard format is that
it is device agnostic, meaning that, generally,
all current computer and portable devices,
tablets, smart phones, and so on carry support
for PDFs (ISO, 2008). This allows for device
native “app” development around a quality
system without the need to build custom data
collection tools. PDF files are also very widely
known and familiar to most users.
In summary, a PDF is ideal because it
is familiar to generally all users and is very
visually friendly; forms are easily created
and maintained with off-the-shelf software;

form fields are available for freeform text,
preset text, tabular values, and calculated
results; device portability allows PDFs to
be used in the front office, on the shop
floors, or in the field with relative ease; and
data fields are extractable for management
reporting and production quality analytics.
The hope is to spur adoption within the
industry and grow the vision not only into
radiographic imaging, but also to other
NDT technologies such as ultrasonics,
visual testing, and eddy current to complete
the documentation cycle.
Looking to the future, the capture of all of
these data electronically is an excellent vehicle
to assist artificial intelligence algorithms to
learn about discontinuity and begin providing
automated flaw recognition to assist in
inspections. The artificial intelligence system
can provide customer and part specific
automated learning and begin to mark-up
the images and also identify possible markers
in production and quality control, which can
reduce the time to isolate causes for defects in
a manufacturing process.

reports to an image library, and makes a
consistent quality assurance process viable. h
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Conclusion
With all the positive benefits that digital
inspection techniques have brought to
the table, inspectors are being asked to do
more. The workflow tools need to keep
pace with the increasing volume of work,
and are key to simplifying manual tasks
while ensuring accuracy of the inspection
record. Data management for inspection
systems should not stop at simply storage
of the image, but needs to extend into
indexing, searching, and documentation
of results. The driver is to increase the
efficiency of inspectors to cope with the
increased workloads and ensure a complete
documents history is available on-demand
without repetitive labor.
Through globalization, inspection
facilities and the users of their services are
also becoming less and less geographically
centralized. As such, the spread of each
part of the quality assurance process adds
its own managerial overhead. The need to
adhere to unified processes remains key to
ensuring good quality assurance results,
and the automation provided by a digital
indexed archiving system prevents loss,
allows quick search and retrieval, links
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